Encircle for Restoration Contractors

Fast and easy tools
to help you win more
business.

With tools that make information in the field
easy to capture, see and share and a powerful
engine that delivers smart reports, Encircle is
the essential solution for helping restoration
contractors to grow your business.
The key to improving your accuracy, productivity and winning more business.
Through easy to use and therefore easy to adopt automation tools. Encircle offers
an alternative to the complicated software systems you may have used in the past.
Our technology is simple to use but delivers powerful results. Tools that allow you
to easily capture, share and report with accuracy so that you can respond quickly
and effectively to drive real business impact.

With our old process we
would go out to the site,
take photos, go back to the
office and build the file, fire
up the laptop and then send
it. It was a long process and
we couldn’t share or see the
information easily. Now we
document and share things
right away, like sharing
the cause of loss with the
adjuster while still on site.
Chuck Stewart
Lead Estimator
Golden Triangle Restoration
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Encircle benefits
Avoid being intimidated by
technology with tools that are
easy to learn and simple to use.
Rapidly capture information
in real time—video, photos or
voice to text—with tools built
for the way you work.

Generate customized
professional reports that send
the message that you are
efficient and professional.

Reduce your liabilities by
ensuring the highest level of
accuracy and transparency
with no errors or hidden costs
through visual evidence and
location based documentation.
Share a library of information
so you can collaborate with
teams and other stakeholders
anytime, anywhere.

Win more business by
delivering accurate information
quickly and efficiently.

Solutions for your business
An easy to use intuitive solution that
works the way you do

Sharing info in a way that is visible,
accurate and accessible for everyone

A smart reporting engine that conveys
smart results

Simple process automation tools
allow you to quickly and easily capture
information.

Real time collaboration ensures that
information is available and shareable
at all times.

Automated custom reports empower you
to deliver quickly and professionally so
you can win more business.

Photo, videos and voice to text notes

Teammates can capture and share
information in real time for increased
efficiency

Digitized forms and signature capture

Digital sketches as if you were drawing
on paper (with embedded photos)
Integrated contents pricing and
LKQ Lookup

Partners remain up to date at all times on
the status of claims

Contents & Packout management,
schedules and reports
Customized branding

Visual evidence based and location based Psychometric moisture readings
and reports
documentation ensures the highest level
of accuracy

Reduce your liabilities and grow your business

- 60%

+ 10%

+ 10-15%

60% reduction
in administrative processes

10% increase
in revenue through increased
accuracy and reporting

10-15% additional
revenue streams

Get started for free at encircleapp.com

